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Dr. Moore assumes new presidential duties
By Daneene Fry
Editor
I The educative process at the University should be a conJiuing process rather than one that terminates with the
Iceiving of a degree, according to Dr. Hollis A. Moore,
|venth president of the University.
"I haven't come here with a ready-made platform or
lady-made goals, but I naturally have some ideas," said
sident Moore, who assumed his new post Monday.
"I do think the University should be able to avoid some of
|e pitfalls of older universities," he said.
Dr. Moore said this University is small enough to avoid
Ihe aura of a giant" and yet Urge enought that it doesn't
l;ed to apologize for not covering certain areas.
"I like interdisciplinary programs at the undergraduate
|vel," said Dr. Moore. "We have the size and the depth, and I
[ this is important. I'd like for the University to continue
| contribute to the educative process of the individual."
President Moore said he was interested in the report
|leased last fall by the Commission on the Mission of the
liversity following a series of seminars involving primarily
dents and faculty.
"I found some of the ideas of the White Paper
|imulating," said Dr. Moore.
In the White Paper, the concept of a community council
l-pe of government, which would replace several separate
Ijverning groups, was presented.

[Ono of the major areas
of study next faff will be
University governance.

it

"The New University didn't cause any heavy expense,"
said President Moore. "As a matter of fact, the faculty was
working what you might call over-time, and the students had
already paid their fees regardless of whether they took the
courses for a grade or an S-U".
Dr. Moore called the current grading system a product of a
day, "when an educational system's goal was to cover a
certain amount of material."
He said this grading system is acceptable for the older
system but when the educative goals change, the system must
be forgotten.
"But because emotions are near the surface, what we run
into is that courses that change, that vary too much from the
older concept of 'education,' perplex people," said Dr. Moore.

"The unfamiliar wo sometimes
reject because it's not
familiar—
not because

it's bod..."

"The unfamiliar we sometimes reject because it's not
familiar-not because it's bad," said President Moore.
He said the legislative hearings on campus disorders are
largely a result of pressure from the general public.
"All 12 state-assisted institutions will be covered, and the
purpose is to decide whether or not additional legislation is
necessary," he said.
Dr. Moore said the University community reactions to the
violent events of the spring were "wholesome responses"
which made community members aware that they "can't

take it for granted; they must take part in it."
"The attack on ROTC is illogical on the part of a lot of
students using it as a target to express opposition to
militarism and wars," said President Moore. "I think,
however, it's a little bit like striking out against what's closest
to you instead of the cause of the problem."

"If credit is given tor ROTC,
it should receive tne samo
scrutiny ovory other
course does..."
"If credit is given ROTC it should receive the same
scrutiny every other course does," he added.
Dr. Moore suggested possibly a "thoroughgoing look at
the program nationwide" would be useful in helping solve the
ROTC controversy.
He cited examples of some institutions that needed to
improve the quality of the ROTC program. He said this had
been achieved by improving the requirements for the ROTC
faculty.
Concerning student evaluations of professors and courses,
he suggested that students have always evaluated professors
by some means.
"The question is whether it's on some systematic basis,"
said President Moore. "There are some systems that have
been effective and helpful to faculty and this should, afterall,
be the goal."
He said students and faculty should work out an evaluation
system which would be analytical of issues and factors, and
which would aid faculty members to develop classroom plans.

"It's not the kind of thing enhanced by an administrative
decision to do it," said President Moore. "It's enhanced by all
parties trying to effect it together."
"We sometimes think research and teaching conflict," he
said. "I don't really think they do because we need some
research to supplement programs."
However, President Moore said he favors interdisciplinary
research programs rather than Inter-departmental
programs. He also said he favors programs in independent
study with clinical practlcum aspects to It.
These would use resources within a broader community
and would enable that community to contribute more to the
program.
"As the effort grows in preparing people for professions
and occupations, they would be closer to people in those
fields," said Dr. Moore.
He said this type of program would be especially beneficial
on the graduate professional and occupational level.

"/ don't believe

our universities oxist
only for the young..."
"I don't believe our universities exist only for the young,"
said Dr. Moore. He explained there are many occupations
that do need further study.
He also suggested that persons wishing to better understand their roles as citizens and their roles in the family
participate In the "continuing education," and universities
are, and should be, available to these persons as well as the
younger students.

"One of the major areas of study next fall will be
| niversity governance," said President Moore.
He said the study would continue to seek a means by which
[ll elements of the University can be represented, by which
[ley can talk to each other, and by which they can govern.
"I don't know If the brief experience this spring was
I tough to test out the community council," said Dr. Moore,
[but it was certainly a good start."
He said the University has passed the period when the New
[ fgland town meeting type of structure could be utilized.
"I wish It were possible for each person to be Involved
lly, but I know there Is a need to fall back on represenfittve government," said Dr. Moore.
He said the problem of procedure becomes important In
I >presentative government, especially in the selection of the
Jjpresentatives.
"I'd like to think the University could plow some fresh
{round here," said President Moore. "We may have an opilty to be very much In the foreground in terms of
nt."
"The number of institutions operating on propriety is
[ windling fast," said Dr. Moore, "and you know very well you
[an't say everybody has equal roles."
Dr. Moore also expressed interest in the experiment with
[le New University last spring.
"I have asked to see what evaluative data is available on
i New University," said Dr. Moore. "The concern of the
I tudents coupled with administrative willingness to respond
|reates an energetic University."
He Indicated the value of the New University encompassed
rallel structures of the traditional or older class structure
[nd the relevant, exciting concept of the New University.
Dr. Moore predicted any investigation of the New
I Jniversity for misuse of funds would yield negative results.

'The Now University
didn't cause any
MOOOSaoNO by Mat M*.

heavy expense..."

A PRESIDENTIAL OFFICE aa the testa floor nay seem remote U unsay perstas,
bat Dr. Moore said be, "will ant sdmiaister from behind the desk." He added that be
waass to "meet with Ike itadtati, faculty aad administrator! very won to find out

what they hope we might aceampBsa." Dr. Moore said he hopes to mamtoJa apea
lines of communication between an segments of the Uaiverstty commaatty.
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disorder hearing
A committee Investigating campus disturbances comes
to Bowling Green today for two days of hearings, hoping to
uncover some of the underlying causes of student
uprisings.
Two other committees are holding similar sessions at
Ohio University and Youngstown State. Ohio House
Speaker Charles F. Kurfess, chairman of the Youngstown
committee, said Monday the hearings are designed to
gather as much background Information as possible to aid
solutions to the problem of campus disorder.
"We want to know who Is involved and why...how
complaints and disruptions were dealt with by campus and
local civil authorities and what recommendations they all
have In university operations," Kurfess reported.
Theodore /vV Gray, president pro tern of the Senate,
heads the Bowling Green contingent. He has said that new
legislation may result from the hearings.
We would suggest that new legislation by itself is not
the answer to the problem. Laws, like norms of social
behavior, become outmoded from time to time and are
altered.
Furthermore, a public hearing on a college campus is
not the best way to gain insight into the underlying causes
of dissent.
When anyone can testify merely by making previous
arrangements. It is often difficult to sort empirical
evidence from personal opinion.
Perhaps a better way to get some perspective on
campus disorder this past spring would be to reconstruct
events on a strictly chronological basis to determine not
only underlying causes of unrest, but also possible forces
which triggered It.
The root of campus disorder (as well as civil disorder)
would appear to lie in the social forces which cause men to
act in certain ways. These forces can be directed by laws
but never absolutely regulated.
The hearings might better concentrate on social, rather
than strictly legal, force.

voluntary draft
Sen. Peter H. Oominick (D Colo.) predicted recently
that Congress will allow the draft to be dropped next June
30.
In a radio interview, Dominick claimed that "political
realities" will keep Congress from passing an extension
bill next year.
The present four-year extension of the draft will expire
in June, 1971,
Dominick also contended that President Nixon would
then send to Vietnam only those men who wished to go.
Such an action would be In keeping with the President's
oft-stated ambition to find some feasible means of setting
up a voluntary basis for military service.
For there are many young men in the country today
who prefer military to civilian careers, motivated by a
wish to serve or the possibility of rapid advancement
which is provided In the armed services.
The constant supply of ROTC cadets is an assurance
that leadership in the military can be maintained.
The case for the voluntary "draft" is not so hopeless as
It has often been supposed.
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A warning about elevators
By Harold Brown
Managing Editor
How many times have you entered an
elevator somewhere around the campus
and then after the doors had closed
wondered If you would get out of the
contraption alive?
For those who have not yet taken a
ride in the South Hall elevator, I feel
obligated to warn you in advance to be
prepared for a long, slow ride if you
attempt to get to the fourth floor.
The walls of this elevator are full of
grafitti. all of which warn the next
passenger of the long trip ahead. There is
a tally sheet showing the numbers of
"deaths" due to the long length of the
trip.
There is also a note telling the rider to
turn out the lights and hell feel like he is
in a space capsule in 2001.
Now we Journey to the Administration
to play a game called "Beat The Doors."
The object of this game is to get into the
elevator before the doors start to close.
Of course all one has to do is put his hand
in front of the door and it opens again.
"Beat the Clock" was a show that
lasted many years. It seems as though
we should talk Channel 70 into taping a
few shows and at least show all the kids
at pre-reg how to go about "elevatoring"
In the Administration Building.
If all else failed I'm sure the greeks
could add this event to their annual fun
and games week. It would make as much
sense as a bed race or mud tug.
Now whatever made me say that?
After all, who would be left on campus to
sing songs in the middle of the night and

keep the Union chairs occupied.
Now we Journey to the Education
Building. One notices that there are two
doors for elevators, but you bad better
hope the wrong door doesn't open
because there is one missing the elevator
car. The budget must have been short
that year.
When riding the elevators In the

library, I get the feeling that I am in a
dungeon. Chains are rattling and banging
together during the entire ride. It sounds
as though the elevator is going to let go at
any minute, plunging the car to the
bottom of the shaft.
Last but not least, there are the
freight elevators in the dorms. These
contraptions can be fun if the student

■ROUND ME UP A BUNCH OF HONEST ITALIANS

doesn't get caught.
If you want to make the maintenai
man mad, all you have to do is get
elevator to the top floor and turn it i
Of course folks, there Is one sure i
of making It to the upper floor of
buildings. WALK! But this Is not
visable for those prone to heart attac
high blood pressure or Just plain uudnc

I FEEL THE CALL OF LEADERSHIP.'

Heard any good new double talk?
By Hal Boyle
National columnist
NEW YORK (AP) - Heard any good
new double talk lately?
Double talk, you remember, is saying
one thing while thinking another. It Is a
device for saving your public face while
remaining privately honest with yourself.
For the benefit of the uninitiated, here
are some typical examples of modern
day double talk:
"Frankly, I like the dress, but
somehow it doesn't bring out the real
me."-I saw the price tag.
"I really enjoy living along, Melvin,
but now and then I get swept by a feeling
of unutterable loneliness. Don't you
sometimes feel that way, too?"-What
did I do wrong as a little girl so that now,
at 28, I have to try to get a Jerk like
Melvin to propose to me?
"Naturally, every man has a right to
express his own opinion."-So why don't
you write yours on a piece of paper, put It
in a bottle, and float It out to sea?
"The reason I asked you to baby sit
for us, Melinda, Is that everyone In the
neighborhood brags about what a
trustworthy and responsible girl you are
for your age "-Please don't teach our
child to smoke pot while we're goneshe's only 3.
"Well, I guess I will have Just one
more if you promise to make It a real
teentsy-weentsy one."-But you don't
have to pour it from an eyedropper, like
you did the other two.
"I can't wait for the beach season to
start, Gloria, so I can see how you'll look
in that new bikini."-But maybe we could
He it on a broomstick right now and get a
good idea.
"Yeah, since I started taking exercises regularly, I can now touch my toes
50 times without-. "-Without getting out
of bed.
"Now, Jim, why did you have to go
and do that? You know I insisted we were
going to go Dutch! "-Boy, that was close.
The big bum almost let me pay for my
own meal.

"I'm very happy to tell you, Mr.
Brownbaum, that your first series of Xrays were completely negative." My
technician goofed. Now we'11 take some
more and find out what's actually wrong
with you.

"Normally, of course, I woulon't be
caught dead going to a dirty movie, but
according to the critics this one has some
redeeming features."-It's real dirty.
"That sounds like pure malicious
gossip about Sylvia. How can you believe

a word of it?"—I always knew she wa,
tramp. Tell me more.
"Your word alone is always g>
enough for me, Frank."-But let's pu
in writing and have it notarized, shall i
old pal?

news Lerrers
Explains no swimming policy
I am writing to you regarding the
picture of the coed and the no swimming
sign, BG News, July 2.
Yes, it la a shame, as your picture
intimated, that swimming is not allowed
in the pond located along Interstate-75 on
the east edge of BGSU property. I would
be very much in favor of having open
swimming there, If it was a safe swimming area.
I have made a study of this pond at the
request of the University administration.
Our thought was to open It up for public
swimming if it proved to be advisable. It
would be great to add it to our recreation
areas here on campus.
Most anyone would rather swim
outsoors in the summer, where they can
also sunbath, have picnics, etc. This
makes our pond an attractive spot during
the warm weather.
After Investigating the pond, my
conclusions dictated to me that I
recommend to Dr. McFall and Dr. Bond,
that there be no public swimming in this
body of water. My reasons are as
follows:
(1) This point is a scooped out burrow
pit that was part of the aesthetic landscaping when 1-75 was put In. It has a
sharp drop-off from four to six feet from
shore that goes down from nine to ten
feet
(1) The water is muddy with no
visibility underwater. A swimmer who is
not immediately noticed when in trouble
could go under and not be seen even If he
was Just under the surface.
(S) The water has tasted as ok for
swimming, but there is no guarantee that
It will remain so. In fact, the local State
Health Department office feels that it is.
potential health hasard because of Its
source of water which Is run off from the
surrounding area.
(4) I asked Mr. Harrell Dial, Toledo
Area Red Cross Safety Services Director,
for his opinion and his answer was, "Thst
it is not a fit place to open for public
swimming".
5) Mr. Dial and I have estimated that
It would cost at least In the area of
$150,000 to 1100,000 to properly prepare
this area for safe, healthy public
swimming. This it based on the
requirements aa rlttrrlbBd In the Ohio
Department of Health "Guide for the
Evaluation of Bathing Areas". After this

was done there would be no guarantee
that the water would not become unsafe
to swim in.
I would hope that the student body will
cooperate with the decision that has been
made. No one wants to keep people from
enjoying and using any of the University
grounds. In this case. It Is a matter of
health and welfare which Is served best
by not allowing swimming in this area.
I would like to add that we are planning for better indoor and hooefullv

outdoor swimming facilities here at
University.
The outdoor pool would be primar
for recreational swimming. It woi
include ample deck and landscaped ar
for sunbathing. It would seem to be mc
feasible to spend our monies in tl
direction than in pouring it into an ar
that will never really be satisfactory
TomStut
Assistant professor, H

A cyclist's point of view
The following article la written from a cyclist's point of view. It relates the e
periences, good times and frustrations of a group of motorcyclists while both on tl
road and off.
This group Is composed of collegiates, veterans, long hairs, Greeks, and evi
married couples of the Bowling Green area.
As you can see by the cross section of riders, there are many different points
view on all topics of conversation. What keeps ustogether,> Two things, a love for tw
wheel machines, and a respect for the people who ride them.
Three months ago, none of the group was acquainted with one another. Today v
are like brothers of a fraternity. We have been smiled on, glared at, been given tl
peace sign and the bird. Why such a wide reaction Just because we ride?
It la easy for us being riders to see that the public accepts the concept of
motorcyclist as portrayed In movies such as "Born Losers," "The Wild Angels," an
"The Glory Stompers."
In these movies, the gangs take over and terrorise small towns, destroy bars, ai
waste someone about every ten minutes. This is what is expected of us.
We have gone into restaurants and been made to wait twenty minutes for coffei
We have been told to leave because of a little sign reading "No Two-Wheeled Vehjck
Permitted."
We have had our formation split apart while going 60 mph by a motorist who eith.
didn't want to see us, or was just doing his thing.
Waa one of us Justified In going along side of him and giving him the bird? Safel
checks are a fine thing, but in every small town you pass through?
We are trying to inform the public that we are human beings, we have our place
society and are no different than any of you.
Red is married, a veteran and a construction worker. His wife hasn't missed a tri

yet

Lyle is a veteran Just back from Nam, hated hippies but is coming around now.
Peter Honda is a student here, is semi-hip, and can keep Lyle fired up all night
around the campflre. Myself, I am a veteran, Greek and a school teacher with Ion
hair and a moustache.
The next time you are on the highway and see a cycle, remember this-some cyck
are for town riding, some are geared to go 130 mph. 'They get up there fast and ar
pure heU to stop. Give a rider a chance.
Havtagtodump(X-(litchatr»rnphlsrrOfun. I wouldn't want to know that I
responsible fcrtarning a human being into a vegetable. Would you?
BUI
SUB.
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Saddoris sets priorities

Antioch stresses
ecumenical living
By Kris Flowers
When someone says Antioch most people think of
Antioch College In Yellow
Springs. However, the word
has an extremely different
connotation for ten BGSU
students.
For these ten students,
Antioch means an ecumenical
communal living experience
sponsored by Newman Center,
St. Thomas Moore Parish and
St. John Episcopal Church.
Father Richard Wurzel.
associate pastor of St. Thomas
Moore and one of the group's
religious advisors, said the
Antioch Program was created
as a result of many factors
Including
the
growing
depersonalization of
university life, decline in
traditional campus
organizations, and the need
for communication.
Participants are housed In
the Newman Apartment
complex, cook and eat their
meals together to establish a
community relationship.
This year, the members
represented the Catholic,
Methodist, Lutheran and
Episcapal religions.
Wurzel explained that the
program stresses education
and includes a tutorial
program, readings and
supplementary
workshops.
The
readings
and
workshops are planned to
further the students' religious
education as well as further an
appreciation of others'
religious traditions.
The workshops feature
speakers who are authorities
In various areas.
In contrast to the usual
concept of a tutor, the tutorial
program does not aid students
in their weak academic areas.
The tutor's goal is to help
the student integrate his
subjects with relevancy and
relate them to his other
university experiences.
Students meet with their
tutor for five hours during
each quarter. Wurzel commented that the sessions are
unstructured
and
give
students an opportunity to talk
to adults as well as educators
on a personal basis outside the
classroom situation.
Tutors for the program
were Dr. Evelyn Moulton,
I professor
emeritus
in
' English; Dr. Lawrence Daly,
professor of History; and Dr.
Edward Ward, assistant to the
vice president of Academic
Affairs.
Another of Antioch's alms

is to aid the student become as
Wurzel said, "an Informed
Christian."
He continued by saying be
feels many students come to
the campus with a limited
religious education and feel
"turned off by religion."
Students were selected
with the aid of the faculty and
administration. Wurzel said
the type of person selected for
the program "should be
mature, looking for guidelines
and values for his life and one
who is intellectually searching
and thinks things out."
The program, which is
divided into quarters, runs on
a two-year winter to winter
cycle. Ten new students will
be added this winter to bring
participation up to its full level
of twenty, and ten more will be
added each year to replace
those who leave.
The associate pastor said
he Is, "very satisfied with the
program's results."

Plans safety program
By Harold Brown
Managing Editor

"There are no precedents,
but there are a lot of kinks that
we'll have to work out as we
go," he added.
One of the unexpected
problems the group faced was
the lack of available facilities.
This is being remedied by
extensive remodeling now
underway in parts of the
Newman Center.
The new facilities will
include a kitchen, dining area
and library. The library will
be an ecumenical library
which will house religious
literature and works from all
the major denominations.
The library will be open for
public use and according to
Wurzel will be the only one in
this area.
Other
advisors
are
Reverand James Trautwein,
vicar of St. John Episcapal
Church and Immaculate
Heart of Mary Sister Theresa
Milne of the University
Parish.

N.wioKo.o b, Jin Fladlar
Jornoi Saddoris

Council discusses hearings
By Elaine Fortney
Dr. James G. Bond, vice
president of student affairs,
presented the details concerning the visit of the Blue
Ribbon Committee on Campus
Violence to the Summer
Steering Committee of the AdHoc Community Council at its
meeting Tuesday.
The Blue Ribbon Committee will be at Bowling
Green State University today
for a series of private
meetings and public hearings
with administrators, faculty
and student leaders regarding
experiences at Bowling Green
last spring.
According to Dr. Bond, the
committee is composed of
members of the Ohio
Legislature and is chaired by
Sen. Ted Gray.
The committee has visited
Akron University and will
visit Kent State University in
the future.
The Council is sending
faculty and administrators to
testify at the hearings held by
the Commission. Points to be
emphasized include: "Why
Bowling Green Remained
Non-violent,"
"Town-Gown
Relationships", and
"Historical Perspective of the
University".
Dr. Bond discussed the

of acting with the Blue Ribbon
Commission.
According to Dr. Bond, at
the cumulation of this function
the group will not meet again
this summer, unless at the
request
of
University
President Hollis Moore.

A steering committee of
five faculty, five students and
five administrators was
formed to act during the
summer on on-call meeting
basis, for the specific purpose

Dr. Marvin Kumler,
assistant
professor
of
psychology, presented two
motions dealing with a visit by
Howard
Metzenbaum,
Democratic candidate for U.S.
Senate and an issue con-
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1.10
I 30
130
1.30
130
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1.10
1.10
110
1.30
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1.30
1.40
1.40

CrMOM
Onion
Sautege
Pepperonl .
Anchovlee .
Muihroom .
Green P.pp.n
Green Oliv.

Canadian Sacon
Horn .
Sallmi
Shrimp
Combination of any two
Craty George'! Special ....
t..i>|. &•••- Piapn, O.IOI.
Paglia. i Special
1.00
Irrmi. Ownn. Piaar'rwi. at.ifc.M»i. Crnr '•?■••
Submarine Sandwiches ....

Dinnart — Chicken
$1.40
Garlic

$1.*0
1.00
1.15
1.13
1.15
1.13
1.15
2.15
1.15
1.25
1.25
1.15
2.25
2.60
2.40

1.15

1.25
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King 2.50
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Spaghetti

$1.70

$1*5
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1.1$
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Or anee

Chaaia. Horn, Saliml

74Jp

Coffee

lettuce, picker, flraan pappara

Papal

TM

onion and tomato

loot Seer

Mi*

$ 15
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HDCER5
DRUGS
BROS

HOURS
Sunday 9-12:30 * 4-9:31
Mon-Tbur. 1:30-10:00
Fit Sat 1:30- M:M

HHM

Next toCuuel Theater
VtaM ear caaplete Canera Ska*

Woman's Army Corps

Saddoris is presently
working on an evaluation of
the security force. He Is
compiling data on each
member of the force and Is
discovering some Interesting
facts.

Women's Army Corpi Coumelor
US Army Main Slollon
716 N. High St.
Columbui. Ohio 43315
I would like to learn more oboul the WAC College Junior Program.

Name
Address.
City

-County-

Stale

.'ip-

_Aie.

CollegePhone

July Clearance
Mix and Match

Bathing Suits

Spotsweaq skirts,
slacks, vests, jackets

2 pc. only
BCD cup sizes

reg. $13.W

pUln reg $110.

Knit tops - reg. 15.00 to $10.00

NOW - $3.50 to $5.99
SPECIAL GROUP-sklrts, Bermudas,
slacks, dresses
^ . QQ
(Values to $18.00)
*"»•▼▼

1/3 off

Sleeveless Knit mini shifts-stripes A

Polyester Knit slacks, vests

NOW $6.99
Lingerie and SleepwearBras, slips, girdles, gowns, shifts,
mlnigowns, babydolls

1/4 to 1/2 OFF
Jewelry - plans, earrings, bracelets,
chains

NQW$6.99

All blouses In stock-as marked
(some $1, $2, * $3.)

1/4-1/3-1/2 OFF
10 summer suits reg. $29.00 to $35.00

NOW $14.99
Accessories - purses, scarves, belts

1/2 PRICE

Jackets, polyester ft cotton • reg. $15.00

$1*5
3»3

Shrimp

Choh Salad

m

Ask about the College Junior Program

NOW $7.99

11$1.33
1.35
1.S0
I.SO
1.50
ISO
1.50
I.SO
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1 50
1.73
1.73

13 oi. Sib Steak
30 oi IS

NOW

IF you'd like an inside look
at the Women's Army Corps
while getting paid $231.

He had praise for the work
of the security force during
the campus unrest this past
spring. He said the department did a "good Job" of
handling the potentially
dangerous situation.

Skooter skirts

Fraa Dalivary on I •ylhinf
over $1 00

The new,
comprehensive handbook of
jewelry making and
•ks'g" $7.95

Gillette
Platinum Blades

IF you enjoy comfortable
dormitory living with free
meals.

1/4 to 1/3 off

Sunday — Thursday
4 00 PM - 100 AM

Phon< 35X1444
3335177
353.9111

353-9932

F you're a college junior
who has one summer month
to spare.

ON CURRENT SUMMER STOCK

Friday - Saturday
4 00 PM - 3 00AM

Philip Morton

COEDS!

dead end.

Jewelry

118 W . Woosler

woth the department.
Saddoris said that he wants
to promote the idea that the
department is a public service
organization working for the
benefit of everyone connected
with the University community.

.^
SAVE
Mite
S^
25% to 50%
**

ID NOT

Yesterday's cryptogram: Mausoleum: solemn

N

i

cerning Campaign Against
Violence
to
the
Environment! CAVE).
Metzenbaum will be
visiting Bowling Green next
Tuesday and would like to
speak with a representative
section of 50 students. Dr.
Kumler asked Council's help
in gathering students for the
event.
Council also gave Dr.
Kumler support in a study
proposed by CAVE of the
stocks in the portfolio of the
BGSU Foundation.
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Contemporary

Griduti..
Any person planning
to receive a Bachelors
Degree in August and
who has not applied for
graduation should do so
immediately in Room
110
of
the
Administration Building.

problem of the future of the
Ad-Hoc Community Council.
When formed last spring,
the group consisted of faculty,
students and administration.
It was an ad-hoc group having
no real power. It was to
continue until the end of
spring quarter.

James Saddoris, recently
appointed University director
of safety and security, has set
the Improvement of communications and the launching of a campus wide safety
program as top priorities for
the department.
Saddoris said he believes
that it is the Job of the
department to make It
possible for each person,
faculty, student, and staff
member, to do his specific Job
here with a minimum amount
of interference.
He said, "We are here to
protect the safety and wellbeing of every Individual on
campus."
Saddoris also emphasized
that he hopes to be able to
Inform all people connected
with the University of the
department's functions and to
improve communications
generally with students and
the press.
At present, Saddoris plans
no major departmental
changes

He also wants to get the
department Into the "mainstream" of the campus. He
explained that he wants
students and faculty to know
who the members of the force
are, in order to promote a
better working relationship

One group headbands,
triangles

Cosmetic closeonts -lipsticks, eye make-up - blushers

40% OFF
Pastel Panty hose -(white not Incl.i
(Values to $4.01)
gg>

25<-50<-69<-99<
Misc. gift item.-1/2 PRICE A LESS

S

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St
Bowling Green
Summer boars - 1$ a.m. to i p.m.

THE DEN SAYS

FINAL CLEARANCE
(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN)

•» f% .
>

JW
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NSF to sponsor institute
The National Science
Foundation will sponaer an inservice Institute for thirty
social studies teachers from
Northwestern Ohio secondary
schools during the 1970-71 fall
and winter quarters.

Social stratification, social
change, rural-urban communities, and major social
institutions are some possible
topics of the course. Guest
speakers from the Department of Sociology will lecture

on occasion throughout the
term.
The purpose of the institute
is to provide secondary school
social studies teachers with
content and conceptual
background in sociology. It

$7.50
rents it

will give participants an
opportunity
to
discuss
classroom sociology with
professional sociologists and
educational consultants.
To qualify, one must meet
requirements set by the
selection committee.
Institute participants pay
no application, Instructional.
or student-service feet. The
classes will meet one night a
week starting In the fall and
continuing through March,
1971. Commuters will be paid

By Edward M. Gallea Jr.
ACROSS

for mileage to and from
campus.
Application forma are
available by writing to Dr.
Eldon Snyder, Director, Inservice Institute In Sociology,
Bowling
Green
State
University, Bowling Green,
Ohio 43402 or by contacting the
Sociology Dept.
Eight quarter hours of
graduate credit in sociology or
education may be earned upon
successful completion of the
institute.

1 Look over.
5 Deceptions.
10 Tease.
14 Reduce.
15 Desire
greedily.
16 Chow mein
adjunct.
17 Over again.
18 Semiprecious
stone.
19 Soon.

•swim and relax
•10am to 4pm
•change room provided
•food and beverage
service available
•golf, tennis and ice
skating nearby
•birthday parties
a specialty
•MAKE UP A PARTY
TODAY
•CALL 352-1015 FOR
RESERVATIONS

mm
UOWARDjpHMOriJ
l-75atB.G.EXIT
Bowling Green, Ohio

section.

Reservations for the 8 p jn.
production may be made by
calling Huron (419) 433-4744.
Reserved seats may be obtained at the regular admission price of 11.50 for
adults and $.50 for children

>

PT
ho
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34 German
river.
35 Vase.
36 Fur.
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Technicolor—rated G
Plus-at 11:45

80 step

tojonah

with the greatest bunch of kids
who ever embarked
on a new kind of adventure.

tttttohr^

A public hearing of a subcommittee of the
Ohio Select Legislative Committee on
Campus Disorders will be held from 10 s.m. to
t p.m. In the Alumni Room, Union.
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"CHISUM"
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JOHN WAYNE
Alademy award winner - "Best Actor"
With FORREST TUCKER in
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1 Field EnttrprlMi, Inc., 1970

Bring the whole family!
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45 Impoverished.
40 Frigid.
47 Mr. Truman.
48 Edict.
50 Mrs. Burlon.
51 Go before54 Santo —.
58 Italian coin.

•

-

17

41 Bird.
43 Doze.
44 Harmonized:
si.

Once Again We Score
With 2 First Run First's

IS

14

40 Poker
assessment.

Box office opens 8:00-cartoons at *:8f

n

IS

37 French
author.
38 Find out.

TUES. JULY 14

'

14

30 Deacon.

NOW THRU

3

39 Cowboy
Rogers.
42 Musical
21 Cereal grain.
instrument.
23 Genus of
46 Use the
maples.
brain.
25 Type of
47 Pronoun.
magazine.
49 Judge.
26 Punctuation 50 Jogged
mark.
along.
27 Love deeply. 51 Begged.
52
Split.
28 Knot again.
53 Ireland.
29 Exist.
31 Eatery.
54 Dandy.
32 Enrol in.
55 Fiddling
33 Having a
emperor.
nasal
56 Deep cut.
quality.
35 Rubber tree. 57 Bismark.
60 Nonsense!
36 Terminus.

5 Insufficient.
6 Pigs.
7 Actress
Gardner.
8 Routine.
9 Conduct.
10 Certain
periodicals:
2 wds.
It Alcoholic
beverage.

67 I.e.ml.in

22 Celestial
expanse.
24 Fixed.
25 Power.
26 Proofreader's
mark.
29 First —.

12 Religious
statue.

13 Decades.

2 Walking
■tick.
3 District.
4 Certain
magazines:
2 wds.

59 Consume
completely:
2 wds.
61 Straight.
62 Sinful.
63 Musical
selection.
64 Former.
05 Men's
studies.
66 Measured.

20 Times of
the year.

"A Delicate Balance"
The Huron Playhouse will
present Edward Albee's "A
Delicate Balance", Tuesday
through Saturday, July 14-18.
This play won the 1967 Pulitzer
Prize as best American play of
the year.

DOWN
1 Watering
centers.

PUZZLE

t

ue shown at 7 and 9 p.m. in 106 Hanna Hall
"Charlie Chan in London" will be showl
July 13.
"Charlie Chan In Shanghai" will be showl
July 14.
"Charlie Chan at Treasure bland" will b|
shown July 16.
"Cattle In the Deaert" will be the lai|
feature in the festival.

A New University class on changes In the
grading system will be held at 7 p.m. In the
main lounge, Harahman D.
Ted Bumlller, architect and world
traveler, will present an all-color film of
South and East Africa at 8 p.m. In 106 Hanna
Hall.

Mr ns ii

GRADUATION
Candidates for the August graduation arl
reminded to place their order for cap ami
gown rental at the University BookstoreI
Student Services Building. No cash la needs. |
at the time measurements are taken.
Graduation announcements will b-l
available approximately two weeks prior t|
graduation. They are priced at 20 cents eachj

July 11,14,15, A It
A Charlie Chan Film Festival featuring
Earl Blggerswill be presented. Each film will

STUDENTCOURT
Student Traffic Court will meet In 4ta|
Student Services Bldg. on Monday from 12:3i|
p.m. to 3 p.m.; Tuesday from 10 a.m. to
p.m.; Wednesday from 12:30 p.m. to 3 pjn. I
Thursday and Friday from 10 ajn. to noon I

A dance featuring "Frank Lunch" will be
held from 8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. In the MidAm Room, Harahman D.
"None But the Brave," ■tarring Frank
Sinatra will be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. In 106
Hanna Hall.

CLaSSIFIED
RENTAL&SALES
Wanted: Male roommate,
private bdrm. air cond.
reduced rates for summer.
Call 363-2861.
Guest cottage available
Perrysburg for bachelor grad
student or instructor rent free
In return for doing odd Jobs.
Call D. Welles, 631-1687.
For Sale: '69 CB 360 Honda
exc. cond. Call 3624480, 2676.

yi

^jSP^r*
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N.^—eaj^^^^,''

>H

Ride available-L.A., Sant|
Barbara area. Leave Aug.
Contact M. Kuhlln, 2-1366.
Want to go to California thil
summer and help share eil
penses? If interested call 36l|
0884.

Will clean apartments and df
ironing. Call Sylvia or I

I
T

3534(00.

Wanted: 18-yr-old or ovel
consenting females. Prefer l|
to 21 yn for good time on i
Fri. night. Call Kevin or <
3624006.
INTERESTED IN FILM|
MAKING?" We're going
be making one In and i
BG In late July and earl;
August and are going to need l
cast and craw,
isn't necessary! If you're]
Interested in trying out for I
role or is assisting on
crew, call Image Media at!
5(96 between 6 and 6 pjn|
Thursday, July 9 for
lnforrnation.

**ji

\STJ0,^7%.

Trailer for sale '64 10 x 61
Richardson, 24 bedroorr.1
Phone 362-0006 or 436-86l|
after 6:30 p.m.

Lost-Two gold rings with ver I
sentimental value. If fount
please call 362-0974 or retur.l
to police station In WllllamJ
Hall. Reward. Thank Yon.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Ic
>:

12 string guitar, fold-oil
couch, end table k lamp, an I
desk. Beat offer, call 352-71«|
327 S. Main.

CAPITOL

^-<4»UJ

•
:
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BG runners travel
to Central America
By Dennis Leone
Sports Writer

Head coach Mel Brodt,
along with four trackmen and
one graduate assistant, will
leave next Wednesday from
Houston, Texas for a threeweek tour in Central America.
The BG athletes were
awarded the invitation after
their second-place finish at the
US Federation championships
in Wichita, Kansas on June 13.
The winning University of
Kansas track squad will travel
to the Carribean.
Heading the group making
the trip will be two-time ailAmerican Sid Sink. Sink, the
first national champion In BG
history, won the NCAA
steeplechase in a record time
of 8:40.9 this year.
Others runners going will
be hurdler Paul Zitco and
distance man Steve Danforth.
Zitko, who owns the BGSU
school record in the 120 yard

high hurdles at 14.0, was both
the MAC and All-Ohio
champion in his specialty.
While Danforth, a junior-to-be
from Temperance, Michigan,
has a best mile time of 4:06.5
and will be a big factor next
year in BG's attempt at the
four-mile relay world record.
Pieldmen making the trip
are Javelin thrower Jeff
Huston and discus thrower
Jim Reardon. Huston, who
like Zitko won the MAC and
All-Ohio titles, hit a lifetime
best of 23311" the weekend of
the US Federation meet This
toss broke Huston's own
school record and was the top
Javelin performance in Ohio
for 1970.
Reardon, a graduate
assistant under coach Brodt,
still owns the Falcon discus
record he set in 19S9. His
record mark of 175'4" was a
winning effort that year In the
All-Ohio championships.
Another BG ail-American,

Fans votes tabulated
for All-Star teams

ace miler Dave Wottle, will
not be making the trip due to
ROTC requirements.
However, coach Brodt stated
that Wottle, in addition to
Sink, may compete internationally in Italy during
late August.
Recording to coach Brodt,
the BG squad will spend time
in Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Panama, and
Costa Rica
••We expect the temperature to be in the high 90's
moat of the time, due to the
fact well be quite near the
Equator," said Brodt.
• 'Mostly we will hold clinics
and perform exhibitions, and
possibly we'll get some meetcompetition in before we come
home," stated Brodt. "We will
be doing everything we can for
the promotion of track and
field."
The six will return to
Bowling Green on August 4.

Sink, Wottle move into
world class in last month
By Dennis Leone
Sports writer
Bowling Green's ace
distance runners Sid Sink and
Dave Wottle are not only
receiving all-Amencan and
national recognition, but are
now recognized as being in the
same class with some of the
finest trackmen in the world.
For the past month, the
Falcon "pair estraordinare"
have been running the fastest
races of their careers, and
give no indication that they
are about to stop improving.
Sink, a native of Fairview
Park now living in Manchester, Connecticut, became
the fifth fastest steeplechase
runner in collegiate history
three and one half weeks ago
at the NCAA Championships
in Des Moines, Iowa. His
winning time of 8:40.9 also
snapped the NCAA meet
record of 8:44.4 set by Oregon
State's Jim Barkley last year.
With still one year of
eligibility left, Sink's best time
is less than three seconds off
the collegiate record of 8:38.2.

and is also not too far from the
American record of 8:30.2. His
NCAA record time ranks
fourth in the United States so
far this year, and is ninth in
the world behind Australian
Kerry O'Brien's leading effort
of 8:34.2. The Soviet Union's
Vladimir Dudin last year set
the current world record in the
3000 meter steeplechase with
an incredible time of 8:22.2.
Sink's companion, a mile
specialist from Canton Lincoln, is the versatile Junior-tobe Dave Wottle. Wottle exploded into the world scene
exactly one month ago at the
Central Collegiate Championships in Bloomington, Ind.
He recorded the first sub-four
minute mile in BG history.
Wottle's winning time of 3:59.0
currently ranks seventh in the
US and is ninth in the world.
Roscoe Divine of Oregon State
is the US and world leader
with a time of 3:56.3. Wottle,
however, easily handled
Divine the weekend of the
NCAA meet losing only to
experienced Marty Liquorl of

Search begins for new
BG Athletic Director
By Jack Carle
Sports Editor
A committee to review
candidates for the athletic
directorship that will be left
vacant by the resignation of
Doyt Perry, is now being
formed.
The committee will be
chaired by Vice-President for
the Administration Kenneth
H. McFall who is a faculty
representative to the MidAmerican Conference.
There will be nine other
members of the committee.
Two of them will be faculty
members recommended by
the Senate Executive Committee and endorsed by Dr.
Stanley K. Coffman, Jr.
Two of the committee
members will be coaches on
the Bowling Green athletic
staff. They will be selected by
all the coaches.
Also, two members on the
screening committee will be
students.
There will also be one
representative from the

Athletic Committee and one
alumnus not now employed
by the University. Also on the
committee will be the
chairman of the Health and
Physical Education Department, Samuel M. Cooper.
All of the members for the
screening committee had not
yet been chosen but when they
are, the committee as a whole
will meet and plan a course of
action on the two charges they
have been given by the Administration.
First the committee must
review the athletic program at
Bowling Green and explore its
strengths. At the same time,
the committee Is to be looking
for areas to strengthen in the
Athletic Department as it is
now. The committee must
make a report on their findings to President Hollis A.
Moore by the fall.
The second part of the
committee's duties include the
submitting of not more than
four names for the position of
athletic director.

-FEATURINGChar Broiled Steaks aad
Chop*
Full Coarse Family
Dtaaer

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WATFLES
Open Taes. thru Sat
7:38-8
Saadays 7:38 • 7:M

SPECIALS DAILY

Villanova.

Even though Wottle may
prefer to run the mile, his real
talent may lie in half that
distance, the 880 yard run One
June 13 in Wichita, Kansas, he
out-classed a very strong field
in the half-mile run becoming
the US Federation champ with
a time of 1:47.8. This time was
tops in the world until the
NCAA meet two weeks ago.
Both the US an and world
leading performance of 1:46.3
belong to Kansas State's Ken
Swenson, while Wottle Is not
too far back in fifth on both
lists.
Wottle's best times in the
half-mile and mile may be far
from Jim Ryun's global
standards of 1:44.9 and 3:51.1,
but he has still proven himself
as one of the most promisipg
young distance runners in the
United States today.
Sink and Wottle both
generally Just run to win and
do not worry about setting
record times. However, they
both have their eyes set on one
record next year, the world
mark in the four-mile relay.
Combining with teammates
Steve Danforth and Rich
Breeze, head track coach Mel
Brodt feels the four have an
"outside chance" at the
record.
Earlier this season at the
Drake Relays, the BG quartet
fought off the best relay teams
in the country with a winning
time of 16:26.4. This is the
second fastest four-mile relay
time in US history. The only
faster one, and also the world
record they are shooting at, is
16:09.0aetby the University of
Oregon way back In 1962.
Coach Brodt believes that
Sink, who has a beat mile time
of 4:04.1, is a possible sub-four
minute miler like Wottle. He
also feels that If Danforth
could lower his best time of
4:06.5 to close to 4:00, and If
Breeze could lower his best of
4:11.3 to under 4:10, then the
first world record in BG
history could very well be in
their hands.

WILLIE MAYS, has been voted Into the centerfleld
pofltloo on the National League All-Star team by the
fans. It will be hli JOth All-Star game.

Saints to open summer camp
The New Orleans Saints
will be arriving in Bowling
Green next week to begin their
summer practice sessions. An
advance group of administrative personnel will
arrive in BG on July 12.
The Saints rookies will
begin training on the 15th at
the Falcon football facilities.
The
Bowling
Green
Chamber of Commerce will
sponser a luncheon at the
Holiday Inn welcoming the
Saints to Bowling Green on

1/2 OFF
ON ALL SHOES

Stars.
Louis Aparlclo of the
Chicago White Sox edged out
Rico Petrocelli of the Boston
Red Sox for the starting
shortstop Job on the American
League All-Star team announced Tuesday.
Boog Powell, Baltimore's
first baseman, led the league
voting with the highest total
1,007,930 votes, but fell short of
the amount polled by Aaron in
the National League.
Rod Carew was the winner
at second base but he recently
underwent knee surgery and
will not be able to play in the
game. His place will be taken
by Baltimore's Dave Johnson.
Aparicio shaded Petrocelli
by 11,801 votes in the only
close contest in the American
league voting.
Harmon Killebrew will be
at third base where he was a
run-away winner.
BUI Freehan of the Detroit
Tigers was a landslide winner
at the catching position.
In the outfield Frank

Robinson was the top votegetter and will be Joined on the
starting team by Frank
Howard of Washington and
Carl Yastrzemski of Boston.
There were four repeaters
from the 1969 team; Robinson,
Howard, Powell and Freehan.
Baltimore and Minnesota
each have two starters
The
pitchers
and
remaining members of the AI.
team selected by Baltimore
manager Earl Weaver will be
announced later in the week.
The 1970 game will be
played on a field covered
almost entirely by astroturf.
Only the pitchers mound and
home plate areas are standard. The rest of the playing
area, including the infield, is
covered with astroturf except
for dirt "sliding boxes" 10 feet
wide by 20 feet long Into and
away from the three bases.
The Riverfront Stadium in
Cincinnati, where the All-star
will be played, has been In use
only three weeks

FINEST STEAK
IN TOWN
Cocktails Served

KAUFMAN'S
DOWNTOWN
163 S.MAIN
Bowling Green, Ohio
Kitchen Open
Til 12:30 AM,

From
Scandinavia;
Kan on
Kancfn Man's Cologne. A cologne that will
make you feel like you've spent the day in
the middle of a cool, flowing trout stream.
A cologne that Kan?n presents as an aid in
the simple art of clean-living and self-regard.
Kana-n, for the care and preservation of.
the male body, for living, loving and
enjoying life to its full.

AT
The Colony House

Dorseys
Drugs
By The Tracks
Across From Campus
FEATURING

F.I.P.

Family Independent Pharmacy

412 EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS

Friday,
July
17.
Administrative personnel and
several coaches will be
present at the noon luncheon.
.An added sidelight for
Falcon football fans will be
that Eddie Jones, a 1968
graduate of BG, has signed a
contract with the Saints and
will be working with them.
Jones was a split end for BG
and holds several Falcon passreceiving records including
most passes caught in a game
and in a season.

The starting lineup for the
National League in next
Tuesday's All-Star game in
Cincinnati was announced
Monday night by Commissioner
Bowie
Kuhn
following the tabulation of the
2,034,720 votes registered by
baseball fans.
Three teams accounted for
six of the eight first team
selections. The Western
division-leading Cincinnati
Reds placed catcher Johnny
Bench and third-baseman
Tony Perez on the starting
unit.
The
Atlanta
Braves
provided two-thirds of the
outfield with Hank Aaron
being voted as the rightfleld
starter and Rico Carty being
voted as the leftfield starter.
Carty was a write-in candidate by the fans as his name
was not on the original ballot.
The Chicago Cubs landed
their double-play combination
of Glenn Beckert and Don
Kessinger as starters. Beckert
plays second base while
Kculnger is a shortstop.
Allen was involved in the
closest competition beating
out the 1969 National League's
Most Valuable Player Willie
McCovey by 13,139 votes.
Aaron, the number three
home-run hitter of all-time
received the most votes,
1,394,847. Bench was runnerup with 1,091,134 votes. He
trounced nearest rival Joe
Torres by nearly a million
votes in the catching derby.
All of Carty's 552,383 votes
were write-ins. He leads the
league in hitting with a .367
average.
Perez, the leading home
run and runs batted-in man,
breezed home far ahead of
Ron Santo for the third base
spot.
Mays has played 20 AllStar games, 10 as a starter.
The game will be Aaron's 11th
starting Job.
Only three of the 1969
starters repeated in the
National, Aaron, Bench and
Kessinger.
The starting line-up consists of seven rlghthanded
batters and one switch-hitter,
Kessinger.
The starting pitcher and
the remainder of the squad
will be announced later this
week by Gil Hodgers,
manager of the New York
Mets and pilot of the NL All-

Pipes, Tobaccos, Prescriptleaa, Cosmetic and
All Drug Needs. Free Film with Developing of 8
or more Prints with Color and Black k White 820,
127, and 128.

518 Wooster
NOW

CLAZEL
2 SMASH Weeks

Thru Toe. July 14

Eve. at 7:16,»:38-Sat. & Son. Mat at 2:28, 4:40

"'MASH'IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR
COMEDY SINCE
SOUND CAME
\%\ t"-P«ul.nf K»l.
I 1^ •
N«« Yoihf

■ li«*ii-rnw
An Injo Pnmnffi Production

DONALD SUTHERLAND ELLIOn GOULD T0MSKERRITT,
0>1M*«« UUI B1UIMM WW'WrtU C «■» "iX MI4IDIK
HaaaHl
QmMli
i..r*»#,h
•C0PBMKOB MB" At THAN DnCUMMH
Color by DE LUXEO MNAVrSON*
O.IOIH.I «OUNOT»»C« MOOSMM ON COIUMIA HO<

NICHOLS
CLOTHIERS
109 S. Main St.
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The famishing of dreams
/
By Joseph Plas
He sat and listened to the echos of
time as they pounced from the walls of
reality and touched lightly upon fantasy,
for it Is within these quarters of I Jmbo,
halfway between sanity and death, that
man's tarnished dreams lay silent...
He was the curator of man's intangibles and before these treasured few
could float away into oblivion, he would
hide them away so no man's eye found
them.
But one of the thoughts escaped,
swept away by the curators of forgetfulness and was heard by all men who
saw not the glitter of gold nor were their
souls warped by yesterday's remembrances.
The ideal told man that he must find
himself and with that, know himself for
he must never let the dreams tarnish for
they are the eulogy of today's past.
You shan't find me when you come to
crush the ideals, for I have at least
escaped your reality-but I sit, watch,
and ponder the thoughts amid the
shapeless plains of time.
To man, I relinquish all ownership of
life, for you would have me live it from 8
to 5 a.id the breath would come only after
another man had fallen from society's
ladder of success, or on Friday when we
all kneel for the short ceremony after
receiving our 13 pieces of silver.
Has hypocrisy so filled one's soul that

the fear of lies is farce, for who should
hear in the deafening roar of men's
deceiving voices? For the truth died with
Mother Goose and high-buttoned shoes.
But I pity you, for your yesterdays are
catching up on you, your todays are
melting and the tomorrows are lost In
fantasy.

I

Alone
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By James Balogh
Walking in the night, under bright
street lamps, that dispel the gloom only
for a few short feet. Past that aura of
false life, the night pervades even into
the depths of my consciousness. I sit
against the cold dampness of the stone
pillars on the steps of the courthouse, and
the cool moist roughness of the rock
sucks the life and heat from me. I am
cold...
Night birds jostle in the security of
their roosts and talk quietly amongst
themselves. Their throaty chuckle is lost
among the moist leaves of the dying
trees, but even so, they speak to me. For
I, too, am a creature of the night. At no
other time do I know myself, the deep,
silent recesses of my soul open and
empty...but I am alone, and no one hears.
Why must I?
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The true-blue synthetic mind
By Martha Hay
Sometimes when I go out on the lawn
behind the YeUow House, I'll be sitting
there wondering why it all began and
then suddenly a toad-stool will begin to
grow beside my body. The Man says It
was there all the time and that I only
came to notice it when I stopped thinking
about me.
Became bored with me and began to
see Other Things. He's wrong. I don't
believe turn even one bit.
Once in awhile, I'll go to the Grant
Store and buy a seventeen-cent candle,
take it out on U» lawn and watch it burn.

If you can find an anthill under a tree, it's
easier to dig a hole in their Utopia, where
the ground is all neatly chewed in a pile.
I stick the candle in the hole and
watch It burn, slowly disappearing, while
the toad-stool grows. They don't let you
burn candles Inside.
Not just because it's so dangerous as
they say, but because You are
dangerous. I'm not so dumb I can't see
that.
"Hello, Toad. Stool. Stool-pigeon. And
pigeon dung on the sidewalks outside the
St. Francis Hotel. Pigeon crap. Bull. I
wonder if that's all there is."
It can get so hot here in the afternoons

that the oil starts growing out of tiny
pores and sits watching the world from
the creases of my nose and forehead.
"Martha, why don't you go in and
wash your face. Martha, you look so
uncomfortable." They always precede
everything with 'Martha' so I won't
forget who I am.
Sometimes it works. Sometimes it
doesn't. There are times when 1 think I
see myself walking down the street and
then I wonder if I've remembered to eat
recently. Or am I dead and that's my soul
out doing the town.
"Lady, you smell. I've been meaning
to tell you about that recently. You need a

man's deodorant." I grin at her.
"That's not a very nice thing to say."
She's momentarily lost her cool. I have
the upper hand.
"You didn't begin that sentence with
'Martha.' I won't know who you're
talking to until you use my name." The
Man had said that. A hundred times. Like
I was a slow learner in the Special
Classes.
"Martha, you mustn't be so nasty."
She had her mind back together.
"Lady, I'm not being nasty. I'm being
honest. You stink.It's hot and you stink.
Honesty is the best policy."
"Perhaps you're right, Martha.
Perhaps I have a deodorant problem. But
you're not being tactful. You'll have to
learn to be tactful to get along in this
world. Have a nice day."
She turned on her white wedgie and
squeaked away.
"But perhaps I don't want to get along
In the world. Isn't it nice to Just sit here
and watch..." But she said nothing more
and kept going. Maybe she didn't bear
me.
Then I thought...maybe I didn't say
that. Maybe I just pretended I said that.
I yell at the first white frumpy woman
who goes by: "I hate you. You nigger!"
That was the nastiest thing I could think
of to say.
Oh yeah. I'm sorry. I guess. I want
people to love me and care about me.
They don't. No matter how hard I try.
They don't.
I remember reading a poem once
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about an old fisherman who died and
there was nobody around anymore who
cared enough to let his hand-made nets
kiss the sea. They sat in the shed and
rotted.
The toad-stool had grown larger. The
slie of my hand. Ota no. Here comes the
Man. She's told him and now I'll get
beaten with all sorts of kindly words.
That's the difference. The Father pays
him well to be kind.
"Hello Man. How are you. I'm fine.
Look at me. Look at my toad-stool. Look
at the grease on my nose. Tell me I'm
ugly. I should wash my face."
"Should you?" He's irritating, this
Man. He doesn't like me to call him
"Man" because he has another name. I
can't remember.
"Oh, probably. It's a social grace not
to have a greasy face. I must look cool
and demure and completely confident
and fool everybody as much as they fool
me."
He is laughing at me. No, with me. He
explains there is a difference.
"Otherwise they will take advantage
of you." He is smiling at me and I'm
loving him. The only man in my life, next
to The Father who works for a living.
"You mean, more than usual." We
are on an even keel. I have no desire to
take the upper hand.
He Ignores my remark because he
knows I know better and we can be
friends now. I wonder what will happen
on the day he tells me I'm all right and

don't need to come to the Yellow House
except for mind-cleaning. Like going to
the dentist every six months. I worry.
"Why are you frowning? You're not
pretty when you frown. It looks like little
men set up stakes around your body and
start pulling at your face." He thinks like
I do. I guess you have to be crazy to work
in a place like this.
"You're crazy, Man, I love you."
"I'm going to Howard Johnson's for
an ice cream soda. Would you like to
come along?"
"Will I have to wash my face?"
"Yes, Ma'am." Supply and demand.
You scratch my back. I'll scratch yours.
"No Man. I don't think I'd really like
to go." I said this slowly, hoping he would
change his mind.
"O.K. Have it your way. See you
tomorrow." And he went off across the
lawn.
I guess I am a mess. He'd be embarrassed to have me with him.
"Toad-stool. I think I'm sorry." It
stops growing and looks at me. There's a
woman coming near me. She looks bred
and is sheeling her senile mother in a
chair.
"Lady." She looks at me
questioningly. "I'm sorry I called you
•nigger.' You're really very nice."
She frowns. The little men are pulling
at her face.
"I don't care if you smell, either."
But she doesn't hear me and moves
down the path.
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Mid-Morning Nightmare
By Ron Neuroan
The stench was unbearable. It was the sort that
raised eye-brows, turned
noses, and curled toes.
Up to this time, I had
smelled a number of rank
odors: rotten garbage, open
sewer plants, fish meal factories, over-ripe eggs, dead
animals covered with flies and
other small Insects, and a
multitude of other unpleasant,
invisible scents.
All had forcefully barged
past the tiny hairs in my nose
to penetrate my smoke-lined
lungs.
On this particular day, the
smell happened to be the
worst that I had ever experienced. Stopping, I looked
for the source of this nerveshattering force. Ah! There It
was, almost hidden among the
crowded shops, an open-air
Hong Kong meat market
Carcasses hanging by
hooks, fish in bins-fresh and

flopping old and motionless,
and a horde of other
unrecognizable creatures. Put
them altogether, add the sun,
cover generously with flies,
and take away the breezewho, what an olfactory trip!
Entering the market, I
wafted to a bin that was full of
brown, curled-up fish and
stopped. I peered into their
glazed eyes which varied in
color: green, blue, black,
brown, speckled, and even a
few red ones.
The ones with red eyes
seemed to be the happiest.
Suddenly I received a tingling
sensation. An exchange of
thought was being sent. I
scanned the frequency band
manually (my automatic
scanning was out of order)
until I had tuned Into the light
one.
The message sent was
"You sure are lucky to be a
human."
Immediately I flashed
back, "You fish sure are lucky
to be dead."I received only a

rigid middle fin in reply.
A major break through,
bigger than the dolphins,
mental telepathy between
man and a red-eyed dead fish.
Perhaps, I thought, I am a
natural bom mediator.
A large screen covered the
top of the next bin to prevent
the escape of the occupants.
Poor snails, what did they
ever do to deserve a fate such
as this. In prison on death row,
with on chance of parole, stay
of execution, or pardon. Sorry
about that snails.
But wait-excitement was
in the air. At first it appeared
that it was a normal morning
in the snail bin, but four of the
crawling creatures were
cleverly making a break.
Slowly, they sneaked away
from the Urge group, who
were just milling around in the
yard during a rest period,
doing exercises, talking about
home, girls, or boys. (How do
you tell a female snail from a
male snail anyway?)

Unnoticed the four maoe
their way to the far corner of
the bin. They started their
climb, up the steep wall. Oops,
one fell...on Its back...it's up
again...it's started climbing. ..alittle behind...almost
at the top...undetected...crack
In the screen...is It big
enough...?
Oh my! How exciting! A
snail break and I am the only
eye witness-I think. I quickly
looked over at the red-eyed
fish to see if be was watching.
What a relief-he was busy
looking at a gorgeous, browneyed female fish that just
arrived in the bin across from
him.
Back to the action. The bole
in the screen was just large
enough as the first snail
crawled through. The second
snail was dose behind the
first, but the third snail
tripped and fell, taking the
fourth one with it to the bottom
of the bin.
I could almost see a tiny
tear creeping from the eye of

No. 4 snail's eye as both three
and four, shaking their heads,
rejoined the group to do
exercises, talk of home, girls,
or boys.
No. 1 snail was almost home
free when he slipped and
crashed to the cement floor.
No. 2 snail, observing the fate
of No. 1, took another route
over the lobster bin. Unfortunately he only made it
pass No. 1 and No. 2 lobster,
because No. 3 lobster ate No. 3
snail for a mid-morning
snack.
Looking down. No. 1 snail
was on its feet making Its way
across the floor. The journey
was almost completed when a
large man, not watching
where he was going, stepped
upon No. 1 snail.
I closed my eyes in horror,
but remembered that snails
were strong. Opening my
eyes, only to see No. 1 snail
spread all over the floor; its
dreams apparently had been
shattered.
I thought, maybe It will go

to snail heaven, but maybe not
because it was not strong like
it was supposed to be.
My attention shifted to a
drying carcass of sheep; at
least that Is what the sign
read. I peered into the bluegreen eyes of this animal.
Strange vibrations began to
emit from the eyes but In
receiving them, they made no
Than I realised that the
animal was sending his
message in Chinese code. I
broke out my guide book,
turned to the section on
breaking code, and began to
unscramble the sad message.
His name was a Chinese
version of Rover, but bis
friends called him Fido. He
really was not a sheep but a
sheep dog, who was trying to
pass as the real thing. It
seems that he had been
hanging around for quite some
time.
I asked him If I could get
him a glass of water or a bowl

of Gaine's Burgers. Unfortunately, he did not know
about Gaine's Burgers nor
was he thirsty.
I offered him a Sergeant's
flea and tick collor or a few ten
second sprays of Ban, but he
declined. The only thing he
desired was the directions to
the nearest bathroom. Oh my!
What a dumb dog.
Tiny beads of sweat were
running races on my face.
Oops, one crashed into my
eyeball. Boy, that smarts! My
heart could no longer take the
excitement of this meat
market. With a lump in my
throat, I said good-bye to all
my new-found friends.
I turned and headed for
The Crazy Horse Bar to collect
my thoughts. In the distance, I
heard the sheep dog, baa,
baaing; the fish, flop, flopping; the snails, screech,
screeching.
A block from The Crazy
Horse Bar, I encountered a
tiny Willie Worm, but now that
is another story.
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